Signal Detection tasks typically involve within-subject signal changes. Such a procedure does not lend itself to event-related potential (ERP) experiments where the need for averaging necessitates the maintenance of consistent stimulus parameters. In the present ERP study we adopt a novel approach to thresholding that allows within-subject signal manipulation. The Signal Detection task required the identification of letter targets, formed from dots, in a random dot field. ERP waveforms were segmented into three windows corresponding to N1, N2, and P300 components. Analysis shows that ERP variations are dependent on both task demands and response characteristics for N1, N2, and P300 components.
The Theory of Signal Detection contends that the ability of a human observer to detect a sensory stimulus is influenced not only by the strength of the signal, but also by such nonsensory variables as guessing strategies, response criteria, and motivation (Green & Swets, 1966) . Features of the stimulus and surrounding noise will influence the ''sensitivity'' of the observer in making accurate decisions (Ashby & Lee, 1993) . Variables such as expectation and motivation will influence ''response bias'' in the observer (Green & Swets, 1966) .
Although there have been many event-related potential (ERP) studies of target detection (Luck & Hillyard, 1994; Potts, Liotti, Tucker, & Posner, 1996) , they have tended not to use traditional Signal Detection paradigms. There are two methodological issues that account for this. First, traditional Signal Detection paradigms measure certainty of decision making by measuring reaction times (RT), usually with a button press response. Clearly, short RT's of less than 1 s create a problem for ERP experiments since the motor preparation and motor performance processing may confound middle and later components of the ERP waveform. Second, ERP paradigms tend not to vary stimulus parameters. In general, the participants in ERP experiments are required to make discriminations of tone or pitch or light intensity and the discriminations are designated as ''difficult'' or ''easy,'' as in the odd-ball paradigm, depending on objective measures (for example, in hertz or candellas) of the stimulus. The stimulus characteristics are not altered during the experiment since changing stimulus parameters midexperiment appears to run counter to the notion of experimental control.
